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Cork City Northside:  39th out of 40 towns / cities surveyed.  Littered.   
 
  
It is shocking that there was just one ‘clean’ site in the 25 surveyed, with several previously 
good areas having dropped in standard.  Re-useable plastic bags (Bag for Life) turned up at a 
number of sites, with no evidence of cleansing being undertaken during the surveys and many 
long lie littered sites showing no evidence of clearance or maintenance.  Banduff Road, Upper 
Fairhill, and Churchfield / Kilmore weren’t just casually littered but suffered from domestic 
dumping.  Also, there was evidence of dumping along Assumption Road and Glen Avenue.  
Mayfield Industrial Estate and Sunvalley Park were by far the most heavily littered sites, both 
subject to dumping.   

  
 
Dublin Hill:  Grade B. Average, mostly clean but some patches of smaller pieces of long lie litter 
mainly paper, plastic wrappers and cans. 
 
Dublin Hill - Ballyhooley Road Connector Road (Kinvara):  Grade C+. Evidence of long lie 
dumping in wooded areas; mainly plastic litter. 
 
Ballyhooley Road:  Grade B. Generally good; occasional cans, plastic bottles and food wrappers 
 
Mayfield Industrial Park:  Grade D+. Areas of long lie litter, possible old/long lie dumping; no signs 
of overall cleaning and litter removal; plastics bags. 
 
Lus Na Mara:  Grade B.  Generally good; occasional patches of plastic bottles, sweet papers and 
cans. 
 
Banduff Road:  Grade C.  Generally average but quite poor in places, some domestic dumping. 
 
Old Youghal Road:  Grade B. Generally good some patches of litter; plastic bottles, plastic bags and  
paper food wrappers.  
 
Columcille Avenue:  Grade A. Litter free; well maintained. 
 
Old Mallow Road:  Grade B. Generally good; some patches of litter plastics bottles; paper and cans. 
 
Redforge Road:  Grade C+.  Quite poor; extensive long lie litter in vegetation mainly plastic bags and 
wrappers. 
 
Fairfield Road:  Grade B.  Average; some patches of paper wrappers, plastic bottles and cans. 
 
Upper Fairhill:  Grade C+.  Very poor in places; evidence of domestic dumping at the northern end. 
 
Bantry Park Road:  Grade B. Generally well maintained residential area with extensive green area; 
occasional plastic bottles, paper and plastic food wrappers and cans. 
 
Assumption Road:  Grade C+.  Poor in places; evidence of dumping in places and long lie litter. 
 
Chuchfield/Kilmore:  Grade C. Evidence of domestic dumping; long lie litter throughout. 
 
Sunvalley Drive:  Grade D+.  Evidence of domestic dumping; long lie litter through out  
 
Woulfe Tone Street:  Grade B. Patches of fresh litter, paper and food wrappers. 
 
Cathedral Road:  Grade B. Patches of fresh litter, plastic bottles. 
 
Pope's Quay:  Grade B+. Generally very clean; minor patches of litter;  
 
Fairhill:  Grade B. Generally clean; some patches of litter (plastic bottles, wrappers) 
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St. Coulmcille Road:  Grade B. Generally clean; some patches of litter (plastic bottles, papers, cans 
and wrappers) 
 
 
Gerard Griffin Street:  Grade B+.  Generally very clean, minor patches of food wrappers 
 
Great William O Brien Street:  Grade B. Generally clean; some patches of litter (plastic bottles, 
papers, cans and wrappers) 
 
Glen Avenue:  Grade C+.  Accumulations of litter throughout, some evidence of dumping 
 
Sundays Well Road:  Grade C+.  Patches of litter in places; very poor in places at the eastern end; 
cans, paper, plastic bottles and bags. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


